Cortellis Drug Discovery Intelligence

Get to the critical information you need to inform your R&D decisions faster than ever
Introducing Cortellis Drug Discovery Intelligence

• Based on user feedback, Integrity, a Cortellis solution, has been re-platformed to a more modern interface that combines the content and features you value with an intuitive interface and enhanced performance.

• Current Integrity users will get access to the new platform, Cortellis Drug Discovery Intelligence, starting in **January 2020**.

• The below slides provide an overview of the enhancements you’ll see in the new interface.
Cortellis Drug Discovery Intelligence enhancements
Driving faster and more informed drug R&D decisions to help you avoid late-stage failures

**Faster results**
Get to the critical data you need to make confident R&D decisions within seconds

**Intuitive interface**
Easily and quickly find the info you need using a modern, intuitive interface with enhanced usability

**Easy searches**
Accurately run searches via easily accessible search options - answer your questions quicker

**Enhanced content**
Gain full understanding of Genes & Targets data in a single record based on Entrez Gene ID
New interface

- Get in-app, context-sensitive support to guide you through the product when you need it
- Seamlessly access other Clarivate products like Drug Research Advisor and Cortellis Competitive Intelligence
- Use the solution on Windows and Mac
Intuitive quick search

- Run more accurate searches with autosuggest terms
- Search across all content or just the most relevant to focus on the information you need
- Set up alerts on Quick Searches to stay up to date with new research
Easy-to-use structure search

• Choose among Elemental, Marvin JS or ChemDraw
• Draw structures or upload molfiles
• Search for exact match, substructure or similar structure
• Combine structure search with text searches via Quick or Advanced Search
Simple Advanced Search

- Focus only on the content you’d like to search
- Combine more than 3 search fields and use Boolean operators (i.e., AND, OR, NOT) to customize your search
- Look up ontology terms to ensure accurate results
Display results faster than ever

- Get comprehensive results in a matter of seconds - compared to 25 seconds for the legacy product
- Easily see results across all content sets to glean level of research performed in your area of interest
**New filter choices**

- Easily find the term you’re looking for with the lookup option
- 17 new filter choices available in Drugs & Biologics, Patents, Experimental Pharmacology, Clinical Studies, Pharmacokinetics and Organizations
Easy-to-read results

- Find most relevant results at the top of the table
- View structures directly in table and hide them when you want
- Sort your results to easily find the most relevant information
Comprehensive drug info

- Easily find related content via the floating list to dive in deeper
- Jump directly to development status and milestones to get to relevant information quicker
“I’m the guy that my colleagues pester to do their searches in Integrity. You guys have made a product that looks like somebody can just pick it up and want to use it. That is going to make my job a lot easier.”

Senior Scientist, Chemistry
Top 20 Pharma, USA
Questions about your upgrade?

Contact your account manager or cddi.upgrade@clarivate.com

clarivate.com/drugdiscoveryintel